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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
[TRUTH] 4 
Mercy! I've got to open the valve here and vent or the pressure is 5 
going to explode in my brain! The prophet Isaiah said, 6 
JUDGMENT IS TURNED AWAY BACKWARD AND JUSTICE 7 
STANDS AFAR OFF—WHY, BECAUSE TRUTH HAS BEEN 8 
CAST INTO THE GUTTER. (Isaiah 59:14) I HAVE PICKED UP 9 
THE TRUTH AND CRYING FOR JUDGMENT TO TURN 10 
AROUND, AND GRAB JUSTICE AND RETURN TO THE 11 
STREETS OF AMERICA! — (venting sound)! 12 
Gavin signs bill to reduce penalties for sodomy with minors. (2.1) 13 
That's what liberalism does—it removes divinely appointed 14 
barriers to evil and invites the monsters to prey upon our children. 15 
A transsexual satanist anarchist wins the GOP nomination for 16 
sheriff in Cheshire Country, New Hampshire. It's a male 17 
pretending to be a female, who ran for the office of sheriff on the 18 
BLM slogan: F* the police. (You understand that Satan loathes 19 
bringing new little baby humans into the world so he advocates for 20 
the killing of babies and denigrates the marriage act with language 21 
that makes it vile, cheap, dirty: like plugging seed into the dirt. 22 
That's what the word derived from French actually means, by the 23 
way: you know, anything to degrade humanity. 24 
Like the BLM protestor that videoed a protestor shooting two 25 
police officers at point blank range, practically making a joke out of 26 
it, and the BLM protestors on the scene that followed the 27 
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ambulance carrying the wounded officers to the hospital and 28 
staged a protest outside chanting support for the shooting and 29 
hopes the cops would die — you know — what the left calls 30 
peaceful protests — 31 
Like the Portland Oregon woman who was asked about the killing 32 
of Aaron Danielle by ANTIFA murderer Reinohle, said, "So the F* 33 
what!" and she was told the man shot by Reinohle died, said, 34 
"Tough luck! So, don't be a Trump supporter in Portland." Hmm. 35 
Sounds like she is taking the advice of Maxine Waters—you know, 36 
get in their faces, and let them know they are not welcome. 37 
And the Biden supporter who went on a rampage punching Trump 38 
supporters in the face at a MAGA rally, including an elderly 39 
woman that the Left love so much they want to protect them from 40 
the CCP-Virus—you know, the one's Cuomo, Newsome, 41 
Whitmere, and Wolf sent into Nursing homes to die of COVID so 42 
Biden could blame Trump for killing everyone who died of their 43 
COVID — yeah, the DEMOCRAT COVID-2020 campaign 44 
strategy. There is something called COVID-19 that refers to a virus 45 
that we are hearing now was manipulated in a Chinese lab and 46 
when released into the general public, China shut down travel from 47 
Wuhan to anywhere in China but allowed travel to everywhere else 48 
in the world—that one! But then there is the panic and fear 49 
generated by the DEMOCRATS as part of their 2020 campaign—to 50 
shut down the economy, and free up hundreds of thousands of 51 
government employed teachers from their tasks to spend full time 52 
campaigning for Biden—you know, it takes a lot of man power to 53 
fill out all those millions of mail out ballots to get them in on time 54 
to sabotage the election—so it's the DEMOCRAT COVID-2020 55 
campaign strategy—that includes keeping you afraid to breath the 56 
air GOD GAVE YOU so they can keep you away from the POLLS 57 
— yep — that's the DEMOCRAT COVID-2020 campaign strategy. 58 
Because they care so much about human life and dignity—they lie 59 
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to you about the mask—even now saying the mask if MORE 60 
EFFECTIVE THAN A VACCINE to protect you — knowing that 61 
is a LIE — but it's important to KEEP EVERYONE OBEYING 62 
THEM, it's important to KEEP EXERCISING CONTROL over the 63 
PEOPLE — finally, they will break our will to resist and we will 64 
accept the SHACKLES of their OPPRESSION — we will become 65 
docile, and submit to our MASTERS — but they don't follow the 66 
rules. Rules are not for rulers — they are only for the ruled — that's 67 
the DEMOCRAT's version of DEMOCRACY. 68 
You can't have a gun but we have people with guns all around us to 69 
protect us, but you cannot have a gun. Yeah. Harris is surrounded 70 
with government men with rifles, the same kind of rifle she wants 71 
to take away from you, and promised she would, if president, even 72 
if she has to use executive order to do it. But men with the same 73 
guns she wants to take away from you are okay in the hands of 74 
government secret service tasked to protect her. And Nancy wants 75 
to fine you if you go to a hair salon, but she can go to a hair salon, 76 
because she is special, she is a DEMOCRAT RULER — democrat 77 
rulers make rules for everybody else, not for them. They are above 78 
the law. If caught, she blames those that caught her for setting her 79 
up. She called for the appointment—no! I did not, I hear her say. 80 
Oh, that's right, you are too important to take care of so lowly a 81 
task, you had your staff do it. Probably your housemaid! Or one of 82 
your secretaries! Your office made the appointment you liar. But, 83 
you can't lie, because you are the truth—right! So what you say 84 
becomes true because you said it. And you care so much about 85 
everyone that you rule over. Your sense of justice is warped! You 86 
get caught breaking your own rules and become insulted and 87 
indignant because someone set you up! Hah! Try that at the Great 88 
White Throne when you stand before God and your crimes are 89 
read from His BOOKS! 90 
Distorted Justice: 91 
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Like the liberal Rhode Island Professor Erik Loomis who blogged a 92 
protest against the police killing of murderer Michael Reinoehl 93 
(killer of Patriot Prayer member Aaron Danielle) when he resisted 94 
arrest and threatened police—when told, well, the guy did murder 95 
a man, said, "He killed a fascist. I see nothing wrong with it, at least 96 
from a moral perspective." Of course, Patriot Prayer group does 97 
not support, or condone, fascism and in fact has openly opposed 98 
white supremacists, and denounced white supremacist ideology—99 
but, that does not matter, after all, as Shackelford says, if you are 100 
white, you are racist, period! So, all whites must die. That or 101 
become slaves. It's really a very simple thing! A long time ago, 102 
some whites, relatively speaking, a few whites, owned slaves, most 103 
holding them as indentured servants (which is wrong, by the way, 104 
because it was not according to their own choice!) and then some 105 
of these added the insult of physical abuse and cruelty—so the only 106 
way to fix this is for all whites today to be vilified and killed, 107 
because, well, that's justice in the eyes of these perverse BLM and 108 
ANTIFA folks. So, let's see! Back in about 1400 BC an Egyptian 109 
Pharaoh and the people of Egypt enslaved the Jews, and required 110 
the Jews to give up their baby sons to be fed to the crocodiles of the 111 
Nile, so what we need to do today is find every Egyptian in the 112 
world and kill them—wait, but first, we need to remove their new 113 
born sons from them and sacrifice them on the altars of whatever 114 
gods eat babies today—oh, wait, there you go! Sanger got that 115 
going already—it's called abortion, and the people that are being 116 
wiped out by abortion are persons who claim a genealogical 117 
connection with Africa—so what if it was only Egypt, close enough. 118 
Right? Liberalism perverts everything, and mostly it perverts 119 
justice. 120 
It's war! It's a war against justice. It's a war against America! 121 
Oh, talk about the liberal's war on America and the battle for 122 
JUSTICE! On the latest effort to bring Obama administration syp-123 
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gate operatives to justice: 41 subpoenas issued by Senate to compel 124 
testimony. I know it is frustrating. The wheels of real justice do 125 
move slowly. Liberal street justice—they roll fast, man—like Erik 126 
Loomis, professor from Rhode Island — just call a guy a fascist 127 
then shoot him. Simple! Call all white people racist, then shake 128 
them down for reparations. Simple! Maybe it's a good idea to let 129 
the wheel of justice move at a pace that allows, well, JUSTICE to be 130 
done. You know, the whole innocent until proven guilty thing has 131 
something to recommend it.  132 
Soros is off limits at Fox? Hmmmm! I agree with O'Reily—there is 133 
something really, really wrong here. I watched that clip on FOX 134 
and it was very strange. Newt was making the point that Soros had 135 
invested something like 17 million dollars in local DA races to 136 
place anti-American, Soros puppets in position to, well, do exactly 137 
what they are doing right now—releasing criminals into the streets 138 
to "protest" — to kill, maim, destroy property, create unrest. 139 
Hmmmm! This was an odd thing for Soros to invest so heavily 140 
in—I wonder, did they have this planned all along? Put these 141 
liberal America hating DAs in position to support this attack on 142 
America that's going on right now in BLUE states! Then 50 million 143 
poured into BLM to help that organization grow—a memo from 144 
the SOROS group explaining they wanted to help them end 145 
systemic inequality in America! Really? Yeah! It's out now! It's out 146 
there. It's what we've been saying right along — SOROS is funding 147 
BLM. Soros is attempting to run a counter-revolution in America 148 
— a revolution intended to overturn the revolution of 1776. 149 
But it was eerie! I did not see the entire thing, but what I saw, a 150 
voice interrupts Newt and says, "Soros does not need to be a topic 151 
in this discussion." Then another party to the conversation says, I 152 
agree—and the main host, Harris Faulkner, was obviously 153 
surprised, and uncomfortable, and Newt was shocked — it was a 154 
very weird moment on TV — later Faulkner expressed her 155 
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disapproval that Newt's voice was shut down like that — so, you 156 
can't mention Soros — But, it got out! Soros owns BLM. And it 157 
appears he owns at least some voices on FOX too. 158 
BLM is now connected directly to the CCP — yep! Soros owns 159 
them, and now they are connected with the CCP — you know, the 160 
CHINA COMMUNIST PARTY? From Liberty Bell — We all know 161 
the founders of the BLM are proud Marxists who have a lot in 162 
common with Communists. So, really, this is not a surprise. 163 
But BLM created another group called BFL — Black Futures Lab. 164 
On the website of BFL you will find this statement: "Black Futures 165 
Lab is a fiscally sponsored project of the Chinese Progressive 166 
Association." So, what is the Chinese Progressive Association? It 167 
was founded in San Francisco in 1972, during the Asian-American 168 
Movement—a Marxist advocating movement in America. It 169 
promotes the image and the interest of the PEOPLE's REPUBLIC 170 
OF CHINA. Its mission statement includes, promoting awareness 171 
of mainland China's revolutionary thought and worker's rights, 172 
and dedicated to … COMMUNITY CONTROL." Hmmm. Doesn't 173 
Feinstein have an office in San Fran?  174 
The Chinese want Biden to win. The Chinese Communist Party 175 
owns the Democrats. The DEM House wants to ban use of the 176 
expression China-virus because it is discriminatory against 177 
Asians—yeah; it's supposed to be anti-Asian. Uh, friend, the 178 
communist party in China is ANTI-ASIAN. But, okay, let's call 179 
COVID-19 the COMMUNIST VIRUS. Or the CCP-virus. And the 180 
DEMOCRAT COMMUNIST-2020 campaign strategy. 181 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 182 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 183 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 184 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 185 
liberty. 186 
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I think I'll take a shot at Levin's question: "If a defeated Biden does 187 
not concede and his party's rioters take to the streets in a coup 188 
attempt against President Trump, will the military be needed to 189 
stop them"? 190 
Can the President federalize the national guard and deploy them 191 
against a violent uprising within any state with or without the 192 
State's express invitation to do so? The short answer is yes! In 1792, 193 
Congress passed and the President signed into Law the Calling 194 
Forth Act. That law allowed the President to federalize state 195 
militias in time of insurrection or war. In 1807, the Calling Forth 196 
Act was replaced with the Insurrection Act, which expanded the 197 
President's powers allowing him to federalize state militias and 198 
deploy regular military to suppress an insurrection. In 1861 under 199 
Abraham Lincoln, this was expanded to include the power to do so 200 
without the express invitation of the Governor of the State. So that 201 
today, the president is empowered to federalize state-militias and 202 
deploy regular military in certain specified circumstances. 203 
Essentially, the political circumstances of the Civil War serve as the 204 
backdrop to these powers. Abraham Lincoln used this authority to 205 
put down the rebellion of the South—which, of course, meant 206 
doing so without the consent of the leaders of those states that were 207 
in rebellion. He also used this power to use the Seventh Cavalry to 208 
enforce his emancipation decree in the South and protect Black 209 
Americans from the KKK. 210 
Abraham Lincoln's use of this power disturbed the quieted South 211 
who protested the activity of the Seventh Calvary so a compromise 212 
was struck and the Posse Comitatus Acts of 1878 was passed. This 213 
limited the use of military personnel under federal command for 214 
law enforcement within the US. However, amendments to the 215 
Insurrection Act were passed into law in 2006 and 2007 that 216 
provided exceptions to the Posse Comitatus Act, and it is generally 217 
believed that the Constitution provides powers to the President to 218 
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deploy the military to protect the Federal government, and now the 219 
President of the US is empowered to deploy US military and 220 
federalized National Guard troops within the US in the following 221 
circumstances: 222 
(1) the United States, or any of the Commonwealths or 223 
possessions, is invaded or is in danger of invasion by a foreign 224 
nation; 225 
(2) there is a rebellion or danger of a rebellion against the authority 226 
of the Government of the United States; or 227 
(3) the President is unable with the regular forces to execute the 228 
laws of the United States; the President may call into Federal 229 
service members and units of the National Guard of any State in 230 
such numbers as he considers necessary to repel the invasion, 231 
suppress the rebellion, or execute those laws. Orders for these 232 
purposes shall be issued through the governors of the States or, in 233 
the case of the District of Columbia, through the commanding 234 
general of the National Guard of the District of Columbia. 235 
To invoke this power, the President must publish a proclamation 236 
ordering the insurgents to disperse, he must declare his intention 237 
to federalize the National Guard and or to send in regular troops to 238 
the Governor of the State, and then proceed. 239 
So, Levin knows his stuff, and understands that this is a possibility. 240 
He does not ask whether or not the President can do this, but 241 
whether is must be done in the scenario he presented. 242 
To Levin's question, it is clear from the behavior of our BLUE 243 
states in response to the current coup attempt against Trump and 244 
his supporters, weaponizing the CHINA-VIRUS as an economic 245 
attack on Trump and his supporters, wiping out the middle class, 246 
the small business owner—this attack on the American dream by 247 
the Democrats is devastating the blue states—so you can be sure 248 
that they will not lift a finger to stop the "protestors" who rise up 249 
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against Trump and support a Biden effort to take the "kingdom by 250 
force."  251 
If Biden contests the election results I think we all expect the 252 
SOROS—Obama/Hillary/Biden Communists will almost certainly 253 
activate their BLM domestic terrorist riot squads and the BLUE 254 
STATE democrats will assist them, they will aid and abet the 255 
treasonous SWAMP one-worlders in their last ditch effort to 256 
finally and fully remove America out from UNDER GOD and 257 
bring America under the power of the CHINESE COMMUNISTS! 258 
In fact, the DEMONCRATS have made certain that we hear their 259 
threat—repeatedly, and in many different ways—the left has 260 
warned us of their intentions. Hillary has "ordered" Biden not to 261 
concede in any case! Biden has warned that the violence will not 262 
stop unless he wins. The Mayors and Governors of the BLUE 263 
Biden States have made it abundantly clear they will not intervene 264 
against the violence, but will aid and abet it. It is TREASON! Pure 265 
and simple. 266 
So, yes, I think if Trump wins and Biden refuses to concede, there 267 
will be an open insurrection in the BLUE states and Trump will 268 
have to federalize the National Guard and perhaps even deploy the 269 
regular troops to stop it. 270 
But the question is how will the States and the military respond if 271 
this happens? The National Guard, you know — might do what 272 
was done in the SOUTH and defy the Federal Government and 273 
either refuse deployment, or actually turn on the Federal troops. 274 
Whether the States will actually declare war against the Federal 275 
government seems less likely. But there might be a refusal on the 276 
part of the Guard to act without the express favor of the 277 
Governors. So, how will the Guard respond in those states where 278 
dictator Democrats hold the Governor's office?  If the President 279 
Federalizes the National Guard, which he can do in a time of 280 
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insurrection, will the various State's guards fall in under his 281 
command or join their governors in TREASON? 282 
Or, even more dramatic, will these BLUE states rebel—as the 283 
DEMONCRATS of the SOUTH did before? 284 
Not only is there a question about how the National Guard might 285 
respond, there is a question about how the Pentagon will respond. 286 
It's not a secret that many Obama appointed Generals in the 287 
Pentagon are parties to the conspiracy to drive Trump from office 288 
because he does not play along with their ONE WORLD PLAY-289 
BOOK. 290 
Look, Obama put in a pack of America hating generals into 291 
position to bring the military under his command. Remember 292 
that? He purged 197 officers in five years and replaced them with 293 
Obama-bots. I wonder how many of these Soros directed Obama 294 
to place. Soros strategically placed DAs to block justice in liberal 295 
American counties, and I wonder how much he influenced 296 
Obama's general picks. Obama got to where he was referring to 297 
America's military as "My military." I kid you not! He conducted a 298 
coup on the military—replacing all who disagreed with his policies. 299 
For example, because General Ham disagreed with Obama's 300 
decision NOT TO MOUNT A RESCUE MISSION to BENGHAZI 301 
on September 11, 2012, Obama fired him and replaced him with 302 
someone more comfortable with BETRAYAL of AMERICANS. He 303 
is not the only 9-11-2012 casualty. Admiral Gaouette commanded 304 
the Stennis Carrier Strike Group — he got fired in October of 2012 305 
because he sent his group to "assist and provide intelligence for" 306 
military forces ordered into action to respond to calls for help from 307 
Benghazi by General Ham. 308 
That's the sort of guy Obama is. If a general responds to Americans 309 
call for help when under attack by terrorists, Obama fires them. 310 
Obama wanted an Obama-bot overseeing the 450 ballistic missiles 311 
of the 20th Air Force so he fired Maj. General Carey and replaced 312 
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him with an Obama-ring kisser. The total was 197 officers relieved 313 
by Obama and replaced with Obama-ring kissers. Often, no reason 314 
was given for these replacements. All these were put into position 315 
and the military under Obama weakened so Hillary could come 316 
behind him and finish the job of delivering America over to 317 
CHINA's COMMUNIST PARTY.  318 
Here is how to pray about this. First, pray the election will be 319 
honest, fair and free! Pray the Democrat dictators in the BLUE 320 
states will be stopped from using their manufactured CCP-Virus 321 
campaign strategy to keep voters from going to the polls and justify 322 
their evil plan to send out ballots to everyone indiscriminately — 323 
pray God will intervene to thwart their plan to steal the election by 324 
voter fraud — whether by stacking the ballot box with fake ballots 325 
completed by hundreds and even thousands of teachers — printed 326 
by China, or North Korea, or Iran — no kidding! Watch for this.  327 
Second, pray the power of darkness to keep the truth from voters 328 
will be broken, the devils of darkness operating in the Social Media 329 
circles will be stopped from keeping the LIGHT OF TRUTH from 330 
the AMERICAN PEOPLE.  331 
Third, that GOD will miraculously stir in the hearts of all 332 
Americans voting to realize what the stakes are, and to turn their 333 
hearts to vote for the principles of liberty and freedom that have 334 
made America great—and against the communist takeover attempt 335 
by the LEFT. 336 
Finally, pray Trump wins—and Biden loses, and more, that every 337 
liberal communist sympathizing socialist Representative, or 338 
Senator, or Governor or Mayor up for election loses—that GOD 339 
will uproot these evil fruit bearing trees and cast them out of office. 340 
That God will have PITY and free us from these oppressors. 341 
This is far from over, my friend. What is needed is a blowout 342 
election where Trump wins so decidedly there is no room for the 343 
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Democrats to contest the results. But you and I know that even if it 344 
is a blowout win—the DEMONCRATS will test the direction of the 345 
wind—if they think they can rally their side to a coup, they will! If 346 
the will to rise up and launch a coup dissipates, they'll hunker 347 
down in positions of resistance for the next four years—with 348 
outbreaks from time to time. But if the American citizens get so 349 
sick and tired of this that they en-masse rise up against these BLUE 350 
STATE dictators and throw them out on their ear — we have a 351 
chance.  352 
I really wanted to talk about the Constitution Day activities and 353 
Barr's, Pence's and Trump's speeches? So, maybe I can do that 354 
during one or our VISITS next week. 355 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 356 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 357 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 358 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 359 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 360 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 361 
lights off? 362 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 363 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 364 
email. 365 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 366 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 367 


